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Company Achieves AWS EUC Competency Status



London, UK - 8th August 2019 – Rebura LTD (https://rebura.com/), a cloud and technology consultancy,

today announced a 40% year-over-year growth in the UK market, forecasting a further 40% increase in

turnover for year three.  In addition, Rebura has achieved Amazon Web Services (AWS) End User Computing

(EUC) Competency status

(https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/apn/enable-your-workers-and-protect-sensitive-data-with-solutions-from-aws-end-user-computing-competency-partners/)

and strengthened its lead in the provision of EUC technologies, boosting momentum and broadening its

audience in the space.

	

As an inaugural Advanced Consulting Partner in the AWS Partner Network (APN) in the UK, Rebura is paving

the way as a top validated EUC specialist, with technical capabilities in provisioning services and

offerings designed to help with strategy, professional services, managing infrastructure, repeatable

intellectual property, and optimization of EUC technologies on AWS. 



The EUC Competency recognises that Rebura provides proven technology and deep expertise in supporting

customers to provision, protect and gain intelligence from end-point devices, end-user apps, and data on

AWS. The EUC Competency status strengthens and extends Rebura’s presence in the market, complementing

its existing portfolio of cloud services.



“To be acknowledged by AWS for our skill in providing these services at this stage of our growth is a

testament to the dedication and hard work of our team said Aaron Rees, Managing Director, Rebura. We are

extremely proud to achieve AWS EUC Competency status – offering services that uniquely address EUC

challenges to help companies achieve their technology goals, leveraging the agility, breadth of services,

and pace of innovation that AWS provides. As an AWS only consultancy, we continue to expand our knowledge

to provide deep expertise and seamlessly deliver solutions to our customers.” 



Commenting on Rebura’s successes, customer, Rory Gaston, Director at Saragossa – a recruitment agency

- says “Following consultation with Rebura, they recommended and configured an AWS workspace

environment for us, improving our systems speed and efficiency. This has, in turn, increased productivity

of our staff, as well as significantly lowering our CAPEX IT spend by as much as 80%. Additionally, as

our business has expanded, we had previously not been confident that all of our data was secure. With

Rebura’s knowledgeable system design and implementation, we’re now able to spin up new offices at

pace, without fear of security or compliance being compromised.” 



With a solid pipeline of AWS deployments and a strong sales methodology going forward, Rebura is

confident in its continued strategy for growth. Rebura selected AWS as its preferred provider and

achieving the AWS End User Computing (EUC) Competency differentiates Rebura as an Advanced Consulting

Partner that provides specialized, demonstrated, technical proficiency and proven customer success with

specific focus on helping customers deploy AWS EUC services. 
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About Rebura

Rebura (https://rebura.com/) are one of the UK’s fastest growing AWS Service Provider and focuses

purely on using AWS technologies to help their customers increase productivity, scalability, cost

efficiency, and security. Being an APN Partner allows Rebura to provide services and features that are

not readily available. This includes free proof of concept credits and access to features before public

release.



Rebura works with companies from start-ups to global finance providers to help create and/or deliver

their roadmap. Rebura's highly skilled and knowledgeable team are available 24x7x365 to support and

manage AWS environments. 



About AWS

AWS (https://aws.amazon.com/?nc2=h_lg) is enabling scalable, flexible, and cost-effective solutions from

start-ups to global enterprises. To support the seamless integration and deployment of these solutions,

AWS established the AWS Competency Program to help customers identify Consulting and Technology APN

Partners with deep industry experience and expertise.



Notes to Editors

Aaron Rees, Managing Director, Rebura and Rory Gaston, Director at Saragossa are available for interview

upon request. Please contact Origin Comms for further details.
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